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When Arsene Wenger arrived at Arsenal in 1996, he was little known to fans at the club and many doubted he
could bring back the glory days of George Graham. But soon he was transforming the way the team played,
melding the famous English defensive spine of Tony Adams, Martin Keown, Lee Dixon, Nigel Winterburn
and David Seaman with a hugely creative foreign attacking spirit, epitomised by Dennis Bergkamp, Thierry
Henryand Robert Pires, that could both outplay and outmuscle their rivals. At the same time, he introduced
new ideas on diet, exercise, training and tactics, which many players believe extended their careers.Having
won numerous trophies, and led the Invincibles to an unprecedented unbeaten league season in 2003-04,
Wenger then had to help the Gunners through the next stage of their development when they moved from

Highbury to the Emirates Stadium, a move that was followed by a nine-year trophy drought.

He joined the English Premier League EPL club Arsenal as its manager in 1996 and has since become the
longestserving manager of the club. Lancien coach du club londonien dArsenal.

Arsene Wenger Arsenal

Double Double Wenger does it again The Invincibles go 49 games unbeaten. Duttlenheim made Wenger.
Arsene Wenger proves that consistency and fair play game wise and financially wise are a rare commodity
and playing cavalier football is a principle. 20 ans dans les coulisses dArsenal Arsène Wenger John Cross
Talent Sport. Arsenal a remporté la Coupe dAngleterre en battant le champion Chelsea 2 à 1 ce samedi à

Wembley faisant dArsène. Jan 30 2016 In Wenger We Trust. He has kept quiet since his ousting as Arsenal.
Double Double Wenger does it again The Invincibles go 49 games unbeaten.
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